iTrent Shield
Multi-Factor Authentication
(MFA)

Enhance the protection of your critical
HR and payroll data.
According to a 2020 report by the Department
for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport, around
a half of businesses and a quarter of charities
reported cyber security breaches or attacks
in the previous 12 months. MHR’s iTrent Shield
Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) has been
developed to deliver an even greater level of
security for the data held within iTrent.
This is crucial at a time when many employees
are working from home where you could be
more vulnerable to cyber attacks. The solution
enables organisations to easily add MFA to their
existing iTrent platform to instantly increase the
level of security.
How iTrent Shield MFA provides extra protection
iTrent Shield MFA protects against employee user
accounts from being compromised by malicious
cyber-attacks, such as:
■ Phishing emails which obtain user names
and passwords
■ Credentials obtained from data breaches
from another organisation
■ Employee credentials being guessed
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How iTrent Shield MFA can help your organisation
■ Reduces the risk of sensitive data being stolen
or employee salary payments being diverted
■ Enables you to safely provide access to your
HR and payroll system from anywhere
■ Reduces the need for employees to use
corporate secure remote access solutions,
such as VPNs, potentially saving money in
licence costs
How iTrent Shield MFA works
In addition to their normal username
and password, extra security is provided by
requesting the employee to enter a second
factor of authentication. This consists of a
rotating 6-digit passcode that is obtained
from an authenticator application accessed
through their mobile phone. iTrent Shield MFA
is compatible with both the Microsoft and Google
authenticator applications, allowing employees
to utilise tools that they are already familiar with.
If you’re interested in this solution, please
contact your Customer Relationship Manager
for more information.
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